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1. Email notifications of ESOS alarm 
EVT has a functionality to present the alarms from the ESOS system (on specific ships) in the ship route 

view and on selected graphs. In this release designated users will have permission to set e-mails which 

will get summary of alarms every day. Designated users will have a “Set recipients for alarms mail” 

button on fleet view. After clicking this button user can define e-mail addresses to which the 

information will be sent. 

 

 

Please contact our support team in order to set this feature for your users. 

 

2. Implementation of Taiwan ECA on map view 
The user can see the ECA (Emission Control Area) on fleet and vessel overview map for some time. In 

this release Taiwan ECA zones were added to develop this functionality and make it more useful for 

users. Mentioned zones (the yellow polygons on map) are drawn on the basis of information from 

Taiwan Ministry of Transportation and Communications. Note that ECA selection shall be selected on 

in map layers. 
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3. Implementation of MRV yearly report converter to XML format accepted by EU Thetis 

system 
The crew on ships equipped with ESOS fill the Manual Inputs and this data is sent into EVT. The office 

site can generate MRV yearly reports in EVT, which are based on the Manual Inputs from ESOS and 

download the reports in the PDF form. In this release also the possibility to download the report in the 

XML format is added. File format is compliant with EU Thetis system. 

 

4. Automatic measurement table view scroll to show first record of draft error 
The EVT system is showing alarms for selected ships. One of the alarms that are available is draft sensor 

error. When user is viewing the vessel overview site with alarm path set on and there is a draft alarm 

in clicked position, the information is shown on the right side of the map, in alarm subtab. If the user 

clicks on the name of alarm, the site will be changed to measurements and the first row (in selected 

day) with draft alarm will be found. 

 

5. Implementation of dictionaries for binary or integer data 
In data collected in ESOS there are some values represented as binary or integer. Understanding such 

data can be difficult. In this release EVT system will translate such values to more readable format 

according to description specific for particular ship sub-system. The information about each signal is 

checked with documentation and implemented accordingly to EVT. This feature will be gradually 

implemented for subsequent signals in the time. 

Example (available for clients having WinGD engine monitoring system implemented) 

signal possible values description text for EVT display 

EC_EngineState 0  Undefined 

1  Air Run 

2  Slow turning 

3  Start Interlock 

4  Stopped 

5  Shutdown 
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6  Running 

7  Starting 

8  Heavy Start 

9  Angle Determining Algorithm Active 

10  Slowdown 

ME excessive engine speed 0 No 

1 Yes 

EVT displays description text instead of flag value i.e. 

If EC_EngineState equals 4 EVT would display “Stopped” 

Should your vessel include binary and integer signals which shall be translated into descriptive text 

please contact our support team. 

6. Implementation of user interface allowing EVT user to define Engine Layout graph 

parameters 
In this release also Engine Layout graph was updated, letting the user to define the information about 

the ship engine. The Engine Layout graph requires some information to properly display the data. Now 

user can input information with usage of Engine Settings button in Engine Layout graph subtab. After 

clicking this button, small window with form will be shown. After successfully filling the inputs and 

saving the data with Submit button the graph will be changed accordingly. 

 

7. Minor fixes 
This point contains some minor improvements in user interface of the application as well as some 

fixes. These are related to signal naming unambiguity, simplification of views and internal data 

processing optimization. Each new version of the application contains some corrections and 

improvements thanks to the feedback from the users and internal tests. 

8. Troubleshooting 
Availability of new features on particular vessel may depend on specific data or signals. Should any of 

above mentioned features be unavailable for your vessel please contact our service team at 

support@e-vesseltracker.com  

 

mailto:support@e-vesseltracker.com
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In case of problems with visualization, please try to refresh E-Vesseltracker site without cached files. 

Depending on user system: 

- Windows: CTRL + F5; 

- Mac/Apple: Apple + R or command + R; 

- Linux: F5. 

If this doesn’t help, try the solutions below: 

Chrome browser 

- Click F12 to open developer console; 

- Go to Network Tab; 

- Make sure that the Disable Cache checkbox is checked; 

- Refresh the site with developer console opened. 

 

Firefox browser 

 


